Theoretical and experimental investigation of polarization coexistence and switching in an optical bistability Tm,Ho:LLF laser.
We first investigate the polarization coexistence and switching between the orthogonal π- and σ-polarization states in a free running optical bistability Tm,Ho:LLF laser. The output performances of the optical bistability Tm,Ho:LLF laser is numerically simulated, based on a new rate equation theory model taking into account the influences of polarization-dependent gain and losses. The simulation results show the polarization coexistence and switching of output laser in the process of decreasing pump power. The physical mechanism of polarization coexistence and switching is clarified by analyzing the polarization-dependent net-gain coefficients. Furthermore, the polarization coexistence and switching are experimentally realized in the optical bistability Tm,Ho:LLF laser, which validates the theoretical analysis. The theoretical model can be applied to analyze the polarization coexistence and switching in other kinds of (quasi-) three-level optical bistable lasers.